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Reveal’s Physical Security Policy describes how staff should permit access to and secure the
Reveal office.

Physical Office Access

All employees are located in an outsourced office when not working remotely. Because office
management is outsourced to LVM, the physical security of the office is managed by LVM for
Reveal.

LVM manages the following aspects of physical security for Reveal:

• Security alarms - Reveal office building has security alarms.

• Security surveillance - Reveal’s office building has security cameras. Reveal has an
agreement in place with building management to access camera footage in the event that
it is needed.

• Fire alarms - Fire detectors are installed according to applicable laws and regulations.`

Physical access to Reveal’s office is restricted using locks for which only Reveal employees and
building staff have ownership.

• Reveal’s office remains locked throughout the entire day.
• Reveal’s office is an open space concept for collaborative reasons.
• In the event of the compromise of access codes, they are immediately renewed.
• All physical and logical access is revoked upon termination of Reveal employees. It is the

HR Manager's responsibility to collect keys, badges, company equipment, and any other
relevant property from departing employees.

Security Alarms

Reveal’s office building has security alarms.

Security Surveillance

Reveal’s office building has security cameras. Reveal has an agreement in place with building
management to access camera footage in the event that it is needed.

Fire Alarms

Fire detectors are installed according to applicable laws and regulations.
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Visitor Access Policy

Reveal employees may invite visitors to the office for business reasons or during pre-specified
times, for social reasons. Reveal staff must escort and supervise their visitors at all times and are
responsible for the visitors' behavior while they are in the office.

Visitors who misbehave (e.g. engage in hate speech, cause disruption, steal property, or take
pictures of confidential data) will be asked to leave.

Visitor Sign-In Policy

Visitors are required to sign in. Visitors announce themselves through the intercom, and Reveal
employees responsible for visitors open them the door after meeting them physically, and
escort them at all times. No visitor can be left alone in the office without the presence of a
Reveal employee.

Unauthorized Visitors

Reveal employees who spot unauthorized visitors should either ask the unauthorized person to
leave or refer the issue to management.

Contractors and Service Vendors

Contractors, suppliers and service vendors, e.g. IT technicians, may enter Reveal’s office to
complete their job duties. The visitors' hosts are responsible for providing contractors and
vendors with appropriate identification and direction while on Reveal's premises.

Deliveries

Anyone who delivers orders, mail, or packages for employees should remain at the building’s
reception or gate.

Large deliveries (e.g. supplies) should be delivered to designated spaces (e.g. store rooms).

Clean Desk Policy

To limit visitor exposure to sensitive information, Reveal implements a Clean Desk Policy,
intended to be a set of behaviors all staff are to adhere to.

• All Reveal staff must wipe down whiteboards immediately after use.

• All Reveal staff must not leave sensitive written information on any desk surface.
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• All Reveal staff must insert paper copies with sensitive data into secure paper destruction
boxes.

Securing Physical Laptops

All employees are required to secure their physical laptops in the following manner:

• The confidentiality, security and privacy of Reveal's customers must be preserved, by
ensuring that no unauthorized individuals may view, overhear, or otherwise have access to
Reveal's customer data.

• To enforce, all Reveal employees are provided with Privacy Screen Protectors for laptop
monitors and are required to be aware of direct shoulder surfing when doing work in a
public place such as a coffee shop or the airport. Reveal employees are further required
not to teleconference with customers in public areas.

• All Reveal end user devices, such as laptops and cell phones containing access to internal
Reveal resources, must be protected at all times and may not be left unattended.

Remote Work Policy
All Reveal employees are remote (or partially remote) employees. Physical access to company
laptops is secured in the same manner that someone would secure their own home.

Disciplinary Action

Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their
violation. Reveal management will determine how serious an employee’s offense is and take the
appropriate action:

• For minor violations (e.g. bringing in personal visitors without authorization), employees
may only receive verbal reprimands.

• For more serious violations (e.g. bringing in unauthorized visitors who rob or damage
company property), employees may face severe disciplinary actions up to and including
termination.

Responsibility

The CEO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
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